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SUMMARY
A Monte Carlo computational model has been developed which simulates atomic oxygen attack of
protected polymers at defect sites in the protective coatings. The parameters defining how atomic oxygen
interacts with polymers and protective coatings as well as the scattering processes which occur have been
optimized to replicate experimental results observed from protected polyimide Kapton on the Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) mission. Computational prediction of atomic oxygen undercutting at defect sites in
protective coatings for various arrival energies was investigated. The atomic oxygen undercutting energy
dependence predictions enable one to predict mass loss that would occur in low Earth orbit, based on lower
energy ground laboratory atomic oxygen beam systems. Results of computational model prediction of undercut
cavity size as a function of energy and defect size will be presented to provide insight into expected in-space
mass loss of protected polymers with protective coating defects based on lower energy ground laboratory
testing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Atomic oxygen in low Earth orbit (LEO) has been found to readily react with most hydrocarbon and
fluoropolymer materials. 1-5The rates of oxidation of most polymers have been sufficiently high that concerns
about long term durability have prompted efforts to develop polymers which are resistant to atomic oxygen
attack, 6 or atomic oxygen durable protective coatings which would prevent the underlying material from being
attacked. 2'7_° Efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of atomic oxygen protective coatings on polymers have
indicated in both ground laboratory and in-space testing that atomic oxygen is capable of entering defect sites
(pin windows and cracks) in protective coatings to produce under--cutting through oxidation much greater in
extent than the initial size of the defect. TM Even though pin window and scratch defects in protective coatings
may represent a small fractional area of a polymer surface in LEO, undercutting oxidation may result in
structural failure of the polymer. The extent of oxidation can ultimately be sufficiently large to allow
interconnection of the undercut oxidation sites. Although ground laboratory facilities can be used to simulate
the oxidizing effects of LEO atomic oxygen exposure, differences in the arriving atomic oxygen energies
between ground facilities and LEO cause some concern about applying the durability information derived from
the ground laboratory to the space environment. Because atomic oxygen reaction probability is strongly
dependent upon its impact energy, differences between the ground laboratory impact energies and in-space
energies must be taken into account to reliably predict in-space durability based on ground laboratory testing. _5
To a great extent, the energy differences have been compensated for by using effective fluence when
measuring effects of atomic oxygen erosion. The effective fluence of atomic oxygen is the number of
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impinging atoms per area that would be required in LEO to produce the amount of erosion observed in an
arbitrary energy ground laboratory system. Thus, for ground laboratory systems which produce atomic oxygen
energies below those observed in LEO, many more actual atoms are required to produce the same amount of
erosion that would occur in LEO.
Confidence in prediction of in-space durability based on ground laboratory testing can be improved by
quantifying the dependence of undercutting oxidation on arriving oxygen atom energy. This investigation uses
a Monte Carlo computational modeling technique to compare the differences in undercutting oxidation result-
ing from atomic oxygen arrival at various energies. By comparison of the volume loss or mass loss (by multi-
plying by the density) as a function of atomic oxygen arrival energy for the same size defect in the protective
coating, mass loss in space can be projected at whatever appropriate LEO energy exists, based on known
energy ground laboratory data. Because a realistic protective coating has a distribution of defect sizes,
undercutting dependence upon defect size must be taken into account.
This paper addresses the prediction of in-space mass loss under the conditions of fixed direction atomic
oxygen attack compared to ground laboratory mass loss at different energies for thick (polymer thickness
exceeds maximum erosion depth) polymers protected by thin film coatings which contain defects, that allow
atomic oxygen exposure of the underlying polymer.
2. PROCEDURE
A Monte Carlo computational model was used to simulate the erosion effects of atomic oxygen interacting
with protected polymers at various energies for this investigation. _6_8 The computational model simulates a
cross-section of a portion of polymer being exposed to simulated atomic oxygen impact at the site of a defect
in the protective coating. Because the model is a two-dimensional model, each defect is considered a crack or
scratch type defect as opposed to a pin-window. The polymer is simulated by an orthogonal array of up to 500
x 500 cells. The cells represent groups of polymer atoms which can potentially be oxidized. The model is
capable of simulating monoenergetic or distributed energy atomic oxygen arrival as well as angularly
distributed atomic oxygen arrival. Such angularly distributed arrival occurs as a result of the combined effects
of Maxwellian distribution of thermal search atoms and velocity components associated with orbital
inclination. _s The computational model simulates the effect of atomic oxygen attack by allowing model atomic
oxygen atoms to enter the defect site and impinge upon the underlying polymer. Three possible events can
occur as a result of the atomic oxygen impact on a representative polymer model cell. An atomic oxygen
reaction can occur which would result in the removal of the cell, the oxygen can scatter from the cell without
reaction, or the oxygen can recombine to form nonreactive 02. The probability of atomic oxygen reacting with
the polymer cell is dependent upon the impact energy of the atom as well as local angle of attack. Atomic
oxygen which does not react and then scatters from the polymer surface can do so in a manner which ranges
from specular to diffuse. The atomic oxygen which leaves the surface can also partially thermally
accommodate to the polymer surface such that it leaves with a lower energy than the initial impact energy.
Scattered unreacted atomic oxygen atoms are free to potentially react at other locations within the undercut
cavities or be ejected from the initial defect entrance. The interaction parameters used for this investigation
are listed in table I. Quantification of the parameters is based on the results of an effort to optimize the Monte
Carlo modeling interaction parameters in order to produce computational results in agreement with
experimental observations of atomic oxygen undercutting observed on protected polyimide Kapton samples
returned from the Long Duration Exposure Facility.
The actual parameters used for the simulation of ground laboratory atomic oxygen exposure would differ
from table I in that the initial impact reaction probability (0.11) may be different if the initial energy of the
atomic oxygen was not 4.5 eV. The initial reaction probability is based on the actual atom energy and the
activation energy. For ground laboratory atomic oxygen exposures, the initial impact energy assumed for the
model is whatever energy is being considered as representative of the ground laboratory facility.
Because each Monte Carlo atom represents many actual atoms and each Monte Carlo cell represents a
measurable cross-sectional square of polymer, one must calibrate the Monte Carlo simulated exposure to draw
meaningful conclusions from the predicted undercutting erosion.
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Thecomputation of how many Monte Carlo atoms should enter through the defect to represent an actual
in-space fluence was accomplished using equation (1):
N=MEFw
H DL
(1)
where
N number of Monte Carlo atoms needed to simulate an effective fluence of F (atoms)
M number of atoms for wide defect (atoms) where width of defect >> thickness of polyimide
E space erosion yield (cm3/atom)
F fluence in space (atoms/cm 2)
W narrow crack width (cell)
H wide crack width (cell)
D Monte Carlo thickness lost (cell)
L length of the edge of a cell (cm/cell)
This calibration technique is shown schematically in figure 1. Because the Monte Carlo model requires
the presence of a protective coating with a crack defect, the computational calibration technique uses a very
wide defect (shown on the right side of fig. 1) to simulate the erosion which would occur as representative of
an unprotected material. Also, for an unprotected material, we know how much polymer should be eroded
based on the atomic oxygen fluence and in-space erosion yield (3.0 x 10 .24cm3/atom for Kapton H). That
information then is used to determine the proportionally correct number of Monte Carlo atoms that should be
brought into the model defect to produce an undercut cavity in which each cell is the length (L) cm of an
edge. Using this technique with the assumptions listed in table I, a Monte Carlo computational model undercut
cavity was produced (see fig. 2) which represents the consequence of an atomic oxygen fluence of 7.15 x 1021
atoms/cm 2 exposure on protected polyimide Kapton with a defect crack width of 4.16 x 104 cm. This undercut
cavity and exposure is representative of samples returned from the Long Duration Exposure Facility. The
thickness of the protective coating was assumed to be 2.45 x 10 .5 cm.
To measure the ratio of in-space mass loss to ground laboratory mass loss, the number of oxygen atoms
that reacted was measured using Monte Carlo calculations both as a function of energy and defect width.
Based on information from these results, the ratio of in-space mass loss (at 4.5 eV) to ground laboratory mass
loss (at arbitrary energies) was calculated as a function of ground laboratory facility directed beam energy.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results of the Monte Carlo computational model the reaction parameters optimization is
summarized in table I. The probability of atomic oxygen reacting with a polymer upon the first impact is given
in equation (2):
Probability of reaction upon initial impact = k exp- (E o / E) (2)
where
k =0.1165
Eo = activation energy = 0.26 eV
E = energy of atomic oxygen impact, eV
The consequence of this dependence of probability of reaction on initial impact energy is that the number
of Monte Carlo atoms required to be submitted at low energies is much greater than the number needed to
produce the same amount of erosion as would occur with the same unprotected material at the high energies
(4.5 eV) of LEO as shown in figure 3.
The shape of the curve in figure 3 is obviously dependent on more than only the energy dependence of
reaction probability because of the potential for scattered atom reactions. Thus, a variety of Monte Carlo
computational model interaction parameters as shown in table I play a role in quantification of this calibration.
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Basedonalltheknowninteractions,it appearsthatdirectedbeams at near room temperature thermal energies
require absolute fluences two to three orders of magnitude higher than would be required if they were typical
LEO 4.5 eV energy.
Examination of the number of Monte Carlo computational model oxygen atoms that react as a function of
energy for a constant effective fluence, results in a plot such as shown in figure 4. As can be seen from fig-
ure 4, use of the calibration technique causes the number of reacted atoms to be approximately constant with
energy for any specific width crack defect. This is in spite of the fact that the number of atoms required to be
submitted at low energies is orders of magnitude higher than that at LEO energy. The slight variation in the
number of reacted atoms with energy below 1 eV is not understood at the present time. It may be due to the
particular characteristics of interaction parameters at low energy where multiple collisions are encountered.
Also shown in figure 4 for almost any size crack, the number of atoms reacted appears to be proportional with
the crack width. This issue is more comprehensively explored in figure 5, which shows there is very little
influence of protective coating defect width upon the fraction of Monte Carlo atoms that react. However, at
low energy, orders of magnitude fewer atoms react than at orbital energies. The characteristic that narrow
cracks behave similarly to wide cracks in terms of fraction of Monte Carlo atoms reacted, allows simplifying
assumptions to be made concerning the projection of in-space mass loss based on ground laboratory mass loss
data. It is not necessary to know the size distribution of protective coating defects because they behave
similarly in terms of fraction of atoms reacted. Thus, the calibration from ground laboratory to in-space is
dominated only by the energy dependence for the calibration of effective fluence which encompasses all the
interaction parameters shown in table I.
Figure 6 is a plot of the in-space mass loss relative to ground laboratory mass loss as a function of energy
for a fixed effective fluence of 7.15 x 10 21 atoms/cm 2, based on Monte Carlo modeling data using the calibra-
tion techniques previously described. This plot has a shape similar to that in figure 4. A specific width of
4.16 x 10 -4 cm width defect in the protective coating was used for this simulation based on the results in fig-
ure 5, however, any width defect could have been used. The reference energy for the in-space mass loss was
4.5 eV. The term "mass loss" is used as opposed to "atoms reacted" because mass or volume is considered a
matter of prime concern and mass loss or volume loss is proportional to the number of oxygen atoms reacted.
As can be seen from figure 6, the Monte Carlo model predicted ratio of in-space mass loss to ground
laboratory mass loss has only small variations from unity if the Kapton H effective fluence calibrations for
operating directed beam ground laboratory facilities are used. The predicted in-space mass loss is, at most,
l0 percent higher and not more than 30 percent lower than ground laboratory mass loss test results would
indicate. For highly elliptical LEO missions, energies above 4.5 eV would exist which is the purpose of gather-
ing predictions up to 8 eV as shown in figure 6. It is expected that the shape of this in-space to ground labora-
tory mass loss curve shown in figure 6 would be sensitive to material differences whose atomic oxygen inter-
action characteristics differ from those listed in table I. However, atomic oxygen interactions with Kapton H
have been found to be quite similar to many other hydrocarbon materials. Thus, one would be inclined to
believe that using effective fluence measurements with whatever specific material is in question, coupled with
in-space data from that material, would allow reasonable confidence that the in-space mass loss would quite
closely replicate the results of directed beam ground laboratory testing to the same effective fluence.
4. SUMMARY
A Monte Carlo computational model was used to explore the energy dependence of atomic oxygen
reacting with polyimide Kapton H at sites of crack defects in protective coatings. The model was used in a
calibrated form based on effective atomic oxygen fluence. Using Monte Carlo model atomic oxygen
interaction parameters based on replication of undercut cavities experimentally measured from the Long
Duration Exposure Facility, atomic oxygen reaction as a function of energy and crack width was explored.
Because the fraction of reacted oxygen atoms relative to submitted atoms is essentially constant with defect
width and only dependent upon impact atom energy, the ratio of in-space mass loss to ground laboratory mass
loss as a function of energy for any size distribution of protective coating defects on polyimide Kapton H can
be calculated. Results indicate that in-space mass loss should be at most 10 percent higher and not less than
30 percent lower than directed beam ground laboratory testing would predict, based on tests conducted to the
same effective fluence as in space.
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TABLE I.--COMPUTATIONAL MODEL PARAMETERS AND REFERENCE VALUES FOR
LEO ATOM/C OXYGEN INTERACTION WITH KAPTON.
Initial impact reaction probability
Activation enerBy E n, eV, for energy dependent reaction probability form
Atomic oxygen reaction probability angle of impact dependence exponent, n, in cos* 0 angular
dependence of atomic oxygen erosion yield where 0 is the angle between the arrival direction and
the local surface normal
Probability of atomic oxy[en recombination upon impact with protective coatin[
Probability of atomic oxygen recombination with polymer
Fractional ener[y loss upon impact with polymer
Degree of specularity as opposed to diffuse scattering of atomic oxygen upon non-reactive impact
with protective coatin 6 where 1 = fully specular scatterin[ and 0 = fully diffuse scatterin[
Degree of specularity as opposed to diffuse scattering of atomic oxygen upon non-reactive impact
with polymer where 1 = fully specular scatterin[ and 0 = fully diffuse scatterin[
Temperature for thermally accommodated atom (K)
Bounce limit
0.11
0.26
0.5
0.13
024
0.28
0.4
0.035
30O
25
Thermally accommodated energy/actual atom energy for atoms to be assumed thermally 0.9
accommodated
0Atomic oxysen average arrival direction with respect to initial surface normal, dew,tees
Initial ox),_en atomic ener[y, eV
Thermosphere temperature for atomic oxygen, o K
Atomic oxygen arrival plane relative to Earth for a Maxwell-Boltzmann atomic oxygen temperature
distribution and an orbital inclination of 28.5 °.
4_5
1000
Horizontal
M
Ill
Figure1.--Monte Carlo computationalmodel cali-
bration.
4.5 eV
Ill
I
Figure 2.--Monte Carlo computational model pre-
dicted undercut cavity for a fluence of 7.1 5xl 0 21
atoms/cm 2 exposure at a defect width of 4.6xl 0-4
cm in a protective coating on Kapton H polyimide.
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Figure 3.--Ratio number of Monte Carlo (MC) com-
putational model atoms required at energy Ei to
those at 4.5 eV to cause the same amount of
erosion for unprotected Kapton H.
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Figure 5.mRatio of reacted Monte Cado atoms to
submitted Monte Carlo atoms as a function of
protective coating crack width for various energy
for a constant effective fluence of 7.15x1021
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Figure 4.nNumber of Monte Carlo (MC) computational
model atoms that react as a function of energy for
3 widths of defects in the protective coating and a
constant effective fluence of 7.15x1021 atoms/cm 2.
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Figure 6.rain-space mass loss relative to ground
laboratory mass loss as a function of energy for
a fixed effective fluence of 7.15xl 021 atoms/cm 2,
based on Monte Carlo modeling data using the
calibration techniques.
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